
Easy to learn 
and use, 
Storyboard 
mimics the 
traditional 
storyboarding 
process.

Paperless      workflow.

Z é ro  p a p i e r.

Digital StoryboarDing for EvEryonE

Complete set of drawing tools, including pressure-
sensitive brush tools when using a digital graphic 
tablet and pen

Customizable caption fields to insert fully search-
able textual content, such as scene descriptions 
and comments 

flexible import and export capabilities, including 
PDF, PSD, SWF, AI, JPG, TGA, PNG file formats

Developed in conjunction with expert storyboard artists, 
Toon Boom Storyboard speeds up production planning 
and enables you to reach new heights in storytelling.

imaginE
Conceptualize your story and bring it to life

SkEtCh
Visualize your ideas using vector drawing tools 
and ready-made templates

SharE
Instantly distribute storyboards to your team at 
any point during production
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DIGITAL STORYBOARDING FOR EVERYONE

Toon Boom Storyboard comes with an 
intuitive interface presenting either an 
elegant traditional panel window layout or 
an overview window layout that fits into 
your content creation process.

fEaturE highlightS
• Support industry standard bitmap and   
 vector files
• Add an unlimited number of shots and  
 panels to your storyboard 
• Search or customize caption fields by panel  
 and / or storyboard 
• Access true multi-layer vector drawing   
 tools with pressure sensitivity
• Reuse assets using the template library
• Use vector text tools with word processing  
 options
• Create camera moves with pan, zoom  
 and tilt
• Place transitions between shots
• Export your storyboard to PDF using  
 predefined layouts or create your own

DiSCovEr thE EaSE of uSE of 
Digital StoryboarDing 

For a detailed list of features, visit toonboom.com



use the overview layout to view and re-arrange your 
storyboard sequence, to show story continuity or to 
share concepts.

toon boom Storyboard helps you take 
an idea and translate it into a visual 
story that will become a complete 
production. Storyboard comes with 
an intuitive and user friendly interface 
that will make your paperless 
experience a breeze. Deliver high-
quality storyboards instantly and 
effortlessly to everyone.

System requirements 

512 MB of Ram (Minimum), 1 GB (Recommended)
nVidia video card fully supporting OpenGL with 128 MB of RAM
Monitor supporting 1280x1024 resolution
Wacom tablets for drawing (Optional)

mac oS X Systems:
OS: Mac OS X v10.4 or v10.5
PowerPC G5 (Minimum) or Intel (Recommended)
226 MB of available hard disk space for the software

microsoft Windows Systems:
OS: Microsoft Windows Vista, XP, and TabletPC
2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 processor (Recommended)
133 MB of available hard disk space for the software 

Export to PDf format with foreign 
language encoding support.

imaginE | SkEtCh | SharE

ideal for storyboard artists
Develop panels with constant reference to script 
leverage the reuse of assets by accessing 
storyboard drawings from other panels 
accelerate the review and approval process with 
the tracking of notes

Essential for video makers
validate the flow of your story visually with  
convenient overview layout
access advanced tools and ready-made templates 
for fast storyboard production
integrate your storyboard into your Non Linear 
Editing solutions

a must for any audio visual project
Envision your story quickly within an intuitive  
workspace
Sketch and edit with one powerful package
Share storyboards easily with multiple digital   
export formats

for more info go to toonboom.com

about toon boom animation: Founded in 1994, Toon Boom Animation 
is the worldwide leader of animation software solutions for all production 
styles, formats and users. Toon Boom Animation is a 2005 Primetime 
Emmy® Engineering Award recipient.

toonboom.com

toon boom headquarters
+1 514 278 8666 
7 Laurier Avenue East 
Montreal (Quebec) 
Canada H2T 1E4

toon boom france
+33 (0) 1 40 18 77 90
39 A rue de la grange aux belles
75010 Paris, France

nEED to 
CrEatE 

animatiCS? 

go Pro!

DIGITAL STORYBOARDING FOR EVERYONE
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